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The musical production of L_cio permeates the minimal, 

flows through the currents of techno and streams in a 

personal and honest style. L_cio has been living music since 

he was a child. His mother has a degree in tubular organ 

(liturgics) e his father is a flute player. Immersed in notes, 

metrics, chords, he started playing the flute when he was 

seven. He studied intensely until he was fourteen, registering 

sound journeys which shed from classical music. To listen to 

the musical work of L_cio is watching a scene. Music is free. 

It does not project - it gives impulse. L_cio just released your 

music with some labels and netlabels: NuLogic netlabel 

(Spain), Difusion Records (USA), Seta Label (Slovakia), 

Proc-Records (USA), Tranzmitter netlabel (Brasil), Intox 

Noize (Russia), Pitanga netlabel (Brazil), Backwater Community 

Records - BCR (United Kingdom), Wazzotic records (Czech Republic), White in music netlabel 

(Germany), Trashfuck net netlabel (USA), Keep On Records (Italy), PyCairo records (Italy), 

Insectorama minimalnetlabel (Germany), Elevado Records (Brazil), Deepindub netlabel (Italiy), 

Solidalab netlabel (Brazil), Beachtown Records (Germany), Wavelike netlabel (Germany), Hot’n 

Wet (Brasil), Deeplimit (Ukraine). 
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http://coletivounderline.com 
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A diverse artist gifted with a special sensibility that turns his 

perspective into an original and colorful vision for everything that 

surrounds him. His skills and originality in the combination of colors 

makes him a constant fighter against the routine monotony that afflicts 

retinas. His first professional work in drawing was in 2007, involved in 

developing the book-object of visual poetry "a flower da pele", 

exhibited in Sao Paulo in 2008. 

His willingness to combine talent with inspiring messages takes him to 

create the phenomenon “Mais amor por favor”, which is a mixture of 

social intervention, graffiti and life philosophy, this adorned the streets 

of Sao Paulo generating great impact not only at a local level, the messages toured Latin America and 

were promoted in the major newspapers in his native Brazil (Folha & Estado de Sao Paulo, also local 

magazines and webmags). 

The first steps in TV camed in 2010 with the release of tô frito, a short series of episodes aired in 2 

national channels, he created the main character, an illustrator from southern Brazil that decides moving 

to Sao Paulo to live by his profession. 

 

Always ready to find new formats for his art, Ygor forms vjsuave with argentinian Ceci Soloaga, who is 

in charge of real time animation of a selection and adaptation of Marotta’ best works. The project toured 

the main circuit of electronic music in Buenos Aires and was introduced in the International Design 

Festival de Mar del Plata. Currently vjsuave host the art collective parties’ under_line in Sao Paulo and 

recently made a clip for MTV which gave them international recognition. 

 

Today Ygor is constantly creating, drawing, vjing and making music, with the idea of combining his 

diverse artistic concerns in a new exhibition. 

http://ygormarotta.com 
http://www.vjsuave.com 

 


